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 The tournament was considered to be the first truly international rugby sevens tournament, since the sport was being formally recognised as a sport by the international sporting authorities. Rugby union legend John Eales was the chief executive of the organising committee. Rugby union players were not allowed to play for more than one side at a time, which resulted in the All Blacks defeating France
in the semi-finals. The tournament was run on a round-robin system, with the sides split into four groups of four teams. There were eight sevens matches each day, with each game lasting 15 minutes, with a five-minute half-time break. Sixteen teams competed in the tournament: eight representing Canada, four from England (two playing as Scotland), two from Ireland, two from Scotland, two from
Wales and two from New Zealand. Several players were selected for all seven matches; only four received game-time with more than one team. The tournament concluded on 4 June at the Hong Kong Stadium. Teams There were eight teams competing in the tournament. Group A Group B Group C Group D Final Game Schedule Final results See also 2007 World Rugby Sevens Series References

Category:2007 rugby sevens competitions Category:2007–08 in European rugby union Category:2007–08 in Japanese rugby union Category:2007 in Oceanian rugby union Category:2007 in North American rugby union Category:2007 in South American rugby union 2007 2007This invention relates to improvements in and relating to a drum type rotary internal combustion engine and more particularly
to an improved arrangement of the combustion chamber, the fuel supply, and the exhaust for an internal combustion engine. The prior art drum type rotary engine has the advantage of providing a compact package of the various components therein contained, including a relatively large power output. However, it is difficult to increase the power output of such an engine because of the limited space
available within the engine and for the piston driving mechanisms. This invention relates to an improvement in the prior art drum type rotary engine which provides an arrangement to improve the combustion chamber, fuel supply, and exhaust as well as a mechanism for providing increased power output.Feature: create user for all topics In order to use the API with pre-configured user As a client

admin I want to create user for all topics Scenario 82157476af
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